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© Single-handle faucet with flow and temperature limiter.

© The invention relates to a single-handle faucet
(1) ,

the flow rate of the water from it being control-
lable by a lifting or lowering movement of the handle
(2) of the faucet and the mixing of hot and cold
water by a transversal rotational movement of the
handle. According to the invention the movement of
the handle (2) is limited by at least two stops (13-15)
placed transversal to each other and a limiting lever
(16) colliding therewith, whereby one of the stops
(13, 14) limits the flow rate from the faucet and the
other one (15) the temperature of the water obtained
therefrom. The limiting lever (16) is connected to a
push-button (12) in such a way that the set limits can
be exceeded by moving the limiting tip (22) of the
limiting lever past the corresponding stops using the
push-button and then continuing the movement of
the handle.
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The object of this invention is a single-handle
faucet in which the flow rate can be controlled by a
lifting or lowering movement of the handle of the
faucet, and the mixing of cold and hot water can be
controlled by a transversal rotational movement
with respect to "said movement of the handle, and
in which the movement of the faucet is limited by a
step-shaped stop and a limiting lever colliding with
it, the lever being connected to a push-button in

such a manner that the lever can be moved past
the stop with the aid of the push-button in order to

continue the movement of the faucet.

A single-handle faucet is known from the Finn-
ish published specification 70994 which is provided
with a stop and a motion limiting means colliding

with it and formed as a trigger in such a manner
that these together limit the rotational movement of
the handle providing a limit to the temperature of
the water from the faucet which can be exceeded
by pressing the trigger so that it can move past the
stop. The purpose is to prevent the accidental
running of hot water from the faucet and to save
energy by limiting the consumption of hot water.

However, a drawback of present faucets is that

large amounts of water are easily wasted. Espe-
cially when opening the faucet, it is easy to first

turn the flow rate to maximum and then decrease it

to a flow rate suitable for washing one's hands, for

instance. Thus it would be possible to provide
considerable savings by limiting the flow rate.

The above invention, which eliminates the said
drawback of known faucets, is characterized in that
the faucet comprises at least two stops which are
placed transversal to each other so that limits are
set for the flow rate using the one stop and for the
temperature of the water provided by the faucet
using the other stop, and the limits can be ex-
ceeded by moving the limiting lever past the cor-
responding stops with the aid of the push-button.

Thus it is essential for the faucet according to
the invention that limits are set for both the flow
rate and the water temperature using a single limit-

ing lever which is pushed by the push-button. The
limits can be exceeded when desired by simply
pushing the push-button. The solution prevents un-
necessary heavy running of water independent of
its temperature, and in addition to this, especially
the consumption of hot water is limited.

An advantageous application of the faucet ac-
cording to the invention is characterized in that the
faucet comprises stops limiting the flow rate on
both sides of the stop limiting the temperature of
the water in such a manner that the limit of the flow
rate controlled by the stop which is above the set
limit of the temperature of the water, i.e., on the
hotter side, is lower than that below it, i.e., on the
colder side. The solution is intended for saving
proportionally more hot water than cold water.
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According to another application of the inven-

tion the stops are placed on the ball-like curved
surface of the cup-like portion detachably attached
to the body of the faucet, said portion being mov-

5 able in the rotational direction of the handle in

order to set the position of the stop limiting the
temperature of the water. The attachment of the
body and the cup-like portion can be provided by
curved, mutually compatible indentations on the

w portions in question, for instance. The solution

makes it possible to control the highest tempera-
ture of water provided by the faucet without moving
the limiting lever with the aid of the push-button.

The limiting lever included in the faucet ac-
75 cording to the invention can be so shaped that it

comprises three legs, the first of which comprises
a limiting tip colliding with the stops, the second
one serves as a spring supported by the body of

the handle, and the third one is connected to the
20 push-button so that, when it is pressed against the

spring force of said second leg, it releases the
limiting tip of the first leg from the stop. The
limiting lever is preferably a separate piece the
legs of which are combined on the axis which is

25 fitted to the body of the handle into a chain link

formed for it. Thus it is possible to control the
maximum flow rate from the faucet which is ob-
tained without moving the limiting lever using the
push-button, either by changing the position of the

30 axis of the limiting lever in the chain link or using
mutually exchangeable limiting levers dimensioned
in a different way.

The invention is described in the following in

more detail with the aid of an example and with

35 reference to the appended drawings in which:
Fig. 1 shows the upper end of the body and the
handle of a single-handle faucet according to

the invention, the faucet being closed and the
handle being turned to the area below the set

40 limit of the temperature of the water,

Fig. 2 shows a part of the faucet of Fig. 1 which
is turned, by lifting the handle, to provide a flow
rate corresponding to the limit set by the stop,

Fig. 3 shows the same faucet in which the
45 limiting lever is released from the stop by press-

ing the push-button,

Fig. 4 shows the handle turned to the position

providing the maximum flow rate,

Fig. 5 shows the faucet turned from the position
so of Fig. 3 to the hotter side of the limit of the

temperature of the water set by one of the
stops,

Fig. 6 shows a cross-section of the cup-like

member placed on the upper end of the body
55 and comprising the stops limiting the flow rate

and the temperature of the water, and
Fig. 7 shows the top view of the cup-like mem-
ber.
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Fig. 1 shows a cross-section of single-handle
faucet 1 comprising handle 2 which is turned in the
vertical level by lifting and lowering movements
and twisted transversally to these movements, the
handle being connected to body 3 of the faucet in 5
which the mixing of the cold and hot water flow
coming to the faucet takes place. Because the
main part of the body is known per se and not
essential to the present invention, it is not shown in
Fig. 1. The figure only shows the upper end of 10
body 3 and protective cup 5 attached thereto com-
prising ball-like curved surface 4. Lower edge 7 of
head 6 of handle 2, the head expanding into the
shape of a cylinder, is arranged to follow said ball-
surface 4 when the handle moves. 15

Handle 2 is attached at its head 6, using screw
9, to shaft 8 moving in correspondance with said
movements of the handle. The rotational movement
of handle 2, which is used to control the tempera-
ture of the water obtained from the faucet, is car- 20
ried out around the longitudinal axis of shaft 8
marked with reference number 10 in Fig. 1, and the
lifting and lowering movements of the handle which
are used to control the flow rate from the faucet,
are carried out around the hinge point of shaft 8 25
marked by reference number 11 in Fig. 1. It should
be appreciated that, with respect to said lifting and
lowering movements, the direction of the move-
ments mainly depends on the position the faucet
has been placed in, and the position according to 30
Fig. 1 in which handle 2 is essentially horizontal
does not limit the invention in this respect in any
way.

It is essential to the faucet according to the
invention illustrated in Fig. 1 that the flow rate from 35
the faucet and the temperature of the water is
limited by limiting the movements of handle 2 so
that the set limits can be exceeded only by press-
ing push-button 12 connected to the handle. Stops
13-15 formed on ball-surface 4 of protective cup 5 40
of said body as well as limiting lever 16, which
cooperates therewith, serve as limiting members,
push-button 12 being arranged to press the limiting
lever.

Limiting lever 16, which is placed into a circular 45
internal cavity 17 of cylindrical head 6 of the han-
dle, comprises axis 18 and three legs 19-21 sepa-
rating therefrom. One of the legs 19 comprises
limiting tip 22 colliding with stops 13-15. The sec-
ond leg 20 serves as a spring pressing against 50
centre boss 23 surrounding shaft 8 of head 6 of the
handle. The third leg 21 Is connected to push-
button 12 so that it can be pressed against the
spring force of said second leg 20 to release
limiting tip 22 of first leg 19 from stop 13-15. Stops 55
13, 14 which are transversal to the lifting and
lowering movements of handle 2, limiting tip 22
colliding with one of the stops when the handle is

lifted, set the limits to the flow rate from the faucet,
exceeding the limits requiring the limiting tip to be
moved past the stop with the aid of push-button 12.
Stop 15 which is transversal to the twisting move-
ment of handle 2 and which limiting tip 22 collides
with when the handle is twisted from the area of
cold water towards the area of hot water, in turn
sets a limit to the temperature of the obtained
water, exceeding the limit correspondingly requir-
ing the limiting tip to be moved over the stop with
the aid of push-button 12.

Said stops 13-15 can also be seen in Figs. 6
and 7 representing protective cup 5 at the end of
body 3 of the faucet. In the solution according to
the Figs., stop 13 on the colder side of the limit of
the temperature of the water set by stop 15 is

situated further on the path of movement of the
handle than stop 14 on the hotter side of said
temperature limit. This causes the faucet to yield a
somewhat heavier flow rate on the boundary spot
on the side of colder water than on the side of
hotter water.

The limit of the flow rate set by stops 13, 14
and limiting lever 16 can be changed by replacing
the limiting lever forming a separate piece, for
instance. If limiting lever 16 shown in Fig. 1 jS
replaced by another lever in which the leg 19
ending in limiting tip 22 is longer, the collision of
the tip with the stop takes place earlier, whereby
the flow rate is lower. Correspondingly, the flow
rate can be increased by shortening leg 19. Cor-
responding changes can also be provided by mov-
ing axis 18 of the limiting lever in internal chain link

24 of the head of the handle to which it is fitted.

According to Figs. 6 and 7, the inner circum-
ference of circular protective cup 5 is provided with
indentation 25 circling around it which fits into
corresponding indentation 26 (Fig. 1) at the end of
body 3 of the faucet. The position of stop 15
limiting the temperature of the incoming water can
thus be adjusted in the rotational direction of the
handle of the faucet by moving protective cup 5 in

indentation 26 with respect to stationary body 3 of
the faucet.

Fig. 1 shows the closed faucet in which handle
2 is twisted to the colder side of the limit set by
stop 15 which is the normal range of use of the
faucet with respect to the temperature of the water
obtained therefrom. Fig. 2 shows the situation
where the faucet has been opened by lifting the
handle and limiting tip 22 of limiting lever 16 has
collided with stop 13. In this position the faucet
yields its maximum flow rate available without us-
ing push-button 12. If a heavier flow rate than this
or hotter water than the limit set by stop 15 are
desired from the faucet, push-button 12 is pressed
against leg 21 of limiting lever 16 jn accordance
with Rg. 3 so that the lever is tensioned against

KID: <EP 0643246A1J_>
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centre boss 23 of the handle and limiting tip 22 is

detached from stop 13. Is the handle is further
lifted after this, the position according to Fig. 4 is

reached in which limiting tip 22 has moved past
stop 13 and the faucet yields the maximum flow 5
rate. On the other hand, if the handle is twisted, the
position according to Fig. 5 is reached in which
limiting tip 22 has moved past stop 15 limiting the
temperature to the range where the faucet yields
hotter water than the limit in question. In this hot it

range the flow rate is limited by stop 14 which can
be surpassed by pressing push-button 12 and lift-

ing the handle in the same way as is done with
stop 13 in the colder temperature range. The de-
crease of the flow rate is then effected by a lower- 75

ing movement of the handle and the return to the
colder range is accomplished by twisting the han-
dle without needing to touch push-button 12.

It is obvious to those skilled in the art that
different applications of the invention are not limit- 20
ed by the described example but can vary within
the appended Claims.

Claims

25
1. A single-handle faucet (1) in which the flow

rate can be controlled by a lifting or lowering
movement of the handle (2) of the faucet and
the mixing of cold and hot water can be con-
trolled by transversal 'rotational movement with 30
respect to said movement of the handle, and in

which the movement of the handle is limited

by a step-shaped stop (13-15) and a limiting

lever (16) colliding with it and connected to a
push-button (12) so that the lever can be 35
moved past the stop with the aid of the push-
button for continuing the movement of the han-
dle, characterized in that the faucet (1) in-

cludes at least two stops (13-15) which are
placed transversal to each other in such a way 40
that one of the stops (13, 14) is used to set a
limit to the flow rate and the other one (15) is

used to set a limit to the temperature of the
water from the faucet, the limits can be ex-
ceeded by moving the limiting lever (16) past 45
the corresponding stops with the aid of the
push-button (12).

ball-like curved surface (4) of the cup-like por-
tion (5) detachably attached to the body (3) of
the faucet, said portion being movable in the
rotational direction of the handle (2) to set the
position of the stop (15) limiting the tempera-
ture of the water.

4. A faucet according to Claim 3, characterized
in that the body (3) of the faucet and the cup-
like portion (5) comprise curved, mutually com-
patible indentations (25, 26) for detachably at-

taching the parts in question to each other.

5. A faucet according to any of the preceding
Claims, characterized in that the limiting lever

(16) comprises three legs (19-21) of which the
first one (19) comprises a limiting tip (22) col-

liding with the stops (13-15), the second one
(20) serves as a spring supported by the body
of the handle (2), and the third one (21) is

connected to the push-button (12) in such a
way that it can be pressed against the spring
force of said second leg (20) for releasing the
limiting tip of the first leg (19) from the stop.

6. A faucet according to Claim 5, characterized
in that the limiting lever (16) is a separate
piece the legs of which (19-21) are combined
on the axis which is fitted to the body of the
handle (2) in a chain link (24) formed for it.

2. A faucet according to Claim 1 , characterized
in that it comprises stops (13, 14) limiting the 50
flow rate on both sides of the stop (15) limiting

the temperature of the water so that the flow
rate limited by the stop on the hotter side of
the set limit of the temperature of the water is

lower than that on its colder side. 55

3. A faucet according to Claim 1 or 2, character-
ized in that the stops (13-15) are placed on the

4
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